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BETTER PRODUCTION Shops Using Technology

SENGA ENGINEERING

PROBLEM Inspection process couldn’t keep 

up with increased production

SOLUTION Hexagon Metrology’s 4.5.4 SF 

CMM

RESULTS Reduced scrap, increased 

productivity

EDITOR EMILY PROBST, eprobst@mmsonline.com 

Shopfoor CMM Reduces 
Production Bottlenecks

A
lthough most shops welcome the opportu-

nity to take on additional work, growth isn’t 

always easy—especially when a particular pro-

cess is at capacity. Senga Engineering (Santa 

Ana, California) ran into this problem when one 

of its customers wanted to boost its workload. 

According to Project Manager Pat Anaya, there 

was no way Senga’s inspection system and 

process could meet the demand. However, after 

installing a portable coordinate measuring machine 

(CMM) from Hexagon Metrology Inc. (Nor th 

Kingstown, Rhode Island), the company was 

able to eliminate inspection bottlenecks and 

ensure on-time delivery. 

Founded in 1979, Senga Engineering is a 

provider of precision-machined components in 

the connector, aerospace and medical industries. 

For this particular customer, Senga manufactures 

three safety-critical parts for compressed natural 

gas fuel tanks used in alternative energy vehicles—

all of which require 100 percent traceability.

According to Mr. Anaya, inspecting these parts 

was labor intensive, especially when trying to 

accumulate and record data on 100 percent of 

key characteristics. To increase the production 

capacity necessary to take on more of this work, 

Hexagon Metrology’s 

4.5.4 SF portable CMM 

features a small foot-

print and roll-around 

stand to enable it to go 

anywhere in the shop 

where precise, dimen-

sional measurement is 

needed. By performing 

inspection operation 

right on the shop floor, 

Senga has eliminated 

many production  

bottlenecks.

http://mmsonline.com
mailto:eprobst@mmsonline.com
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the company would have to improve its quality 

control process.

So Senga assembled an internal team that 

explored the company’s daily workflow. This team 

determined that part inspection and the ability to 

populate reports directly on the shop floor rather 

than offline in a quality department could help 

deliver on-demand accept/reject criteria for part 

inspection and reduce inspection bottlenecks.

To accomplish this, the company invested in 

Hexagon Metrology’s 4.5.4 SF CMM designed 

for harsh shopfloor environments and manufac-

turing cells. Its small footprint and roll-around 

stand enable it to go anywhere in the shop where 

precise dimensional inspection is required. It 

uses a standard 110/120-volt outlet without the 

need for shop air. Other features include advanced 

thermal compensation, covered ways and built-

in vibration resistance.

In the early stages of setting up the CMM cell, 

Mr. Anaya says Senga still had a moving target 

and difficulty determining what format would best 

Senga is working to introduce its new quality 

control process into other part numbers and part 

families, with the intention of eliminating hands-on 

inspection where possible. This is part of a greater 

effort to catch and address problems on the shop 

floor at the machine level.

http://mmsonline.com
http://WWW.NORTHFIELD.COM
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100 percent inspection results. Using PC-DMIS 

STI+ (single touch interface), a touchscreen inter-

face and integrated software, Senga can imme-

diately react to process variation on the floor to 

reduce scrap and increase productivity.

PC-DMIS STI+ guides the user through part 

setup and measurement, then populates inspec-

tion reports with measurement data for immedi-

ate action. Senga can run pre-programmed 

inspections and review 

reports without directly 

in te ract ing w i th the 

under ly ing PC-DMIS 

software. To start the 

p r o c e s s ,  t h e  u s e r 

selects the part from a 

graphical list, and the 

software displays a pic-

ture of how to f ixture 

and align the part. After 

inspection, a graphical 

report shows features 

of interest, noting if they 

meet specifications. 

The head of Senga’s 

quality department can 

now review inspection 

reports and immediately 

address product ion 

anomalies. For example, 

a  S e n g a  o p e r a t o r 

checks 22 features on 

the adapters for natural 

gas fuel tanks, half of 

which are critical. With 

shopf loor data auto-

mat ica l l y  popu lated  

into the repor ts, any 

deviations or manufac-

turing issues are red-

f lagged immediately. 

The inspection data is 

then compared with the 

associated CAD data in 

the quality lab for further 

analysis and resolution. 

By eliminating the poten-

tial for human error, the 

integrity of the data is 

accumulate data, so the Hexagon Metrology team 

developed a software utility to help the company 

accomplish its goal. This custom application takes 

the measurement results from serialized parts 

and pushes the data up to a file on the server. 

After a plating operation, those same parts are 

inspected with the CMM. The before and after 

plating measurements for the serialized parts  

then populate the customer’s reports, detailing  

http://mmsonline.com
http://www.cgtech.com
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not compromised and the customer can have full 

confidence in the parts.

After the success of its first CMM integration, 

Senga purchased a second 4.5.4 SF CMM for 

another customer’s parts six months later. The 

company is now working to introduce the new 

quality control process into other part numbers 

and families to eliminate hands-on inspection 

when possible. This will enable it to catch and 

address more problems on the shop floor at the 

machine level.  

Senga is also in the process of implementing 

statistical process control (SPC) with PC-DMIS 

DataPage+ to create a centralized repository for 

measurement data. SPC will also help the company 

spot trends and analyze the ability of the process, 

the machine and the entire operation as a whole. 

Using DataPage+, Senga can set custom polling 

intervals for incoming data, which enables it to 

monitor important processes in real-time. Indi-

vidual features can be monitored on the “feature 

The learning curve was short for Senga’s operators 

to adjust to the 4.5.4 SF. One benefit of having the 

new CMM technology incorporated into a manu-

facturing cell is more engaged operators. They are 

more accountable to the manufacturing process, 

and the quality of the work has been consistent 

and high.
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machinists to perform manual 

measurements on the f ly and 

push the data directly to the same 

DataPage+ database used by 

the entire facility.

According to Senga President 

Roy Jones, the CMM has made 

the company more profitable and 

reduced costs in less than a year. 

He explains that the CMM has 

enabled Senga to collect a lot of 

data on the shop floor without 

hiring another inspector or pur-

chasing additional CMMss for 

the inspection lab. It also enables 

the company to provide profes-

sional inspection data to its cus-

tomers without the potential for 

errors associated with manual 

data collection.

As an added benefit, the learn-

ing curve was short for Senga’s 

operators to adjust to the 4.5.4 

SF. In fact, Mr. Anaya says the 

new CMM technology incorpo-

rated into a manufacturing cell 

led to more engaged operators. 

“I can’t explain it. Maybe it is 

because they are involved in  

new technology rather than 

simply pushing buttons,” he  

says. “Or, it could be that they 

see what the data is, and they 

are not physical ly hav ing to  

touch and measure the part and 

grab the tools. They view what 

is good and bad on the computer 

screen. They understand their 

par ts and know what to do  

right away. It just makes them 

better operators—they are more 

engaged, and are more account-

able to the manufacturing pro-

cess, which is more powerful 

than being disciplined. The qual-

ity of the work is consistent, and 

it is consistently good.”

Additionally, the new inspec-

tion system has forced Senga to 
www.commandtool.com

CUDA

The CUDA modular system 

accepts a variety of 

toolholder noses such as 

Shrink-Fit Holders, Reverse 

Taper Chucks (RTC), 

and Shell Mill Holders.  

CUDA provides you the 

fexibility for innovative 

manufacturing ideas. 

Introducing CUDA 

The latest in modular 

toolholder technology from 

Command Tooling Systems.  

http://mmsonline.com
http://www.commandtool.com
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standardize its workflow, from the fixtures to the 

program and the inspection method. The company 

conducts weekly production meetings to review 

its backlog, looking out four weeks at a time. This 

effort helps uncover potential issues that can 

jeopardize on-time performance, which the com-

pany tracks and charts. 

Standardizing internal guidelines, equipment 

and processes is helping Senga fight on-time 

delivery issues. With a better process flow, scrap 

issues are found up front during production, 

rather than on the back-end after many parts 

have been manufactured. Fixing errors upstream 

has enabled the company to make on-time deliv-

ery—in some cases, a week ahead of time.  

Hexagon Metrology Inc., call 855-443-9638  

or visit hexagonmetrology.us.

http://mmsonline.com
http://www.emuge.com
http://hexagonmetrology.us
http://www.emuge.com
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